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Editorial 
 

‘The Primrose’: Flower Power for Fairlynch  

  

The primroses came out early this year, heralding the arrival of spring. And now 

we’re well into a new season and the primroses are taking a well earned rest.  

It’s no surprise that this pretty plant has been adopted as our county flower,  

decorating as it does, in the words of the official DCC website “countless miles 

of Devon’s hedgerows and roadside verges in the early months of the year.” 

 

The flower has been chosen also for its value as a symbol of conservation.  

“Common species such as the Primrose are often useful indicators of the world 

around us,” one reads a little further on. “Unless we succeed in maintaining the 

status of such common plants, we stand little chance in saving those habitats and 

species that are already rare or threatened. By promoting the conservation of the 

Primrose, we can help to look after the many habitats in which it is fundamental for 

growth and the many species that are typically found alongside it.” 

 

So there we have it. The primrose, like Fairlynch, is doing its bit for conservation. 

Primrose Cottage, the original name of the Museum building, was an appropriate 

choice for one of Budleigh Salterton’s best known landmarks which is in the 

business of looking after our local heritage. You might even call it prescient.  

 

With spring, out with the old, in with the new. It was felt that the Museum’s 

newsletter needed freshening-up and with plenty of changes taking place at 

Fairlynch it seemed a good moment to change the look of the Friends’ newsletter.  

It’s grown a bit as well, just like primroses. The silhouettes, by the way, are supposed 

be of Matthew Yeates, the builder of Primrose Cottage back in 1811 or thereabouts.  

 

“Very much like it and approve,” was the comment on the new look from Fairlynch’s 

Patron, Lord Clinton. Our President and co-founder of the Museum Joy Gawne is 

delighted. The primrose is a favourite of hers, and as a keen local historian she points 

out that the building’s original name was probably derived from its 19th century 

situation “in a field, with cattle, and primroses running down to the stream.” 

Idyllic!  

 

We hope you like the new look. A certain amount of consultation took place, 

because change is not something that should be embarked on for its own sake.  

We’d like to think that our Museum newsletter is full of interesting information 

and features, and that people will, more and more, be likely to say: “I saw it in 

‘The Primrose.’  
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Recent news  
 

As announced at the 2014 AGM, Nick Speare has been appointed as 

the new Treasurer in succession to Jim Milverton, and is also a 

Trustee of Fairlynch Museum. Nick will be a familiar face to 

many of our readers through the contribution that he has made 

to the Otter Valley Association since living in Budleigh.  For 

many years he was the Editor of the OVA newsletter; he also 

served as Logistics Director of the Literary Festival and Exhibition 

Secretary of the Art Club.  Photo by Mo Bowman 

 

 

The new sign outside the Museum has drawn 

some favourable comments.  “Nice. An eye-

catching design. Can’t go too far wrong with 

the Budleigh pebbles,” was a view from town 

librarian Margaret Hallett.   Pictured here are 

visitors Kerry Mayers and son Charlie who 

much enjoyed their visit to Fairlynch and gave 

the thumbs-up to the new arrival, produced by 

Exmouth-based firm Devon Signs. A replace-

ment noticeboard will stand next to the sign 

in due course.   

 

 

Nine-year-old Sophia Rehbock, a pupil at St Peter’s Primary School in Budleigh 

Salterton, was so inspired by the story of a World War One tragedy that she wrote 

about it for a schools competition and even presented it as a powerpoint display. 

Sophia used material relating to the current ‘Great War at Fairlynch’ exhibition 

for her competition entry. We hope to bring you news of how she did in the next 

issue of ‘The Primrose.’ 

 

Fairlynch now has its own fund-raiser! Christine Bailey, who 

recently moved to Budleigh, has strong connections with the 

West Country, being originally from Cornwall and educated at 

The Red Maids’ School, Bristol. She has had nine years working 

as a salaried professional in the ‘voluntary’ sector, and was Fund-

ing Officer for Dorset Community Action. Christine also worked 

for four years as a lab technician in a special needs school.  Her 

experience of helping with grant applications will be of immense 

value to the Museum. 



‘Local Voices’ in June 

  

Two Friends of the Museum are involved in a 

project which will see a Salterton Playhouse 

production on Friday 13 June.  

 

The project is sponsored by the Otter Valley 

Association with the aim of encouraging writing 

and the pleasure of reading — both poetry and 

prose fiction — inspired by our local Devon 

landscape and natural heritage. 

 

Friends of Fairlynch Sue Chapman and Nicola Daniels have been working in the 

‘Local Voices’  group which includes Katie McDermott,  Wendy Spicer and Maggie 

Giraud.   Their writing has been inspired  by the broad theme of the Phoenix Myth: 

regeneration, rebirth, hope and growth.  “It’s a very broad and surprising  spectrum 

of ideas,” says Sue.  A successful creative workshop collaboration with Clinton Devon 

Estates, and the East Devon Pebblebed Heaths Conservation Trust took place 

earlier this year around themes associated with the ‘Phoenix Cycle’ and local 

photographer Mo Bowman’s stunning images. A second Writers’ Workshop took 

place on Saturday 5 April.   Dovetailing into this creative programme for 2014, 

‘Local Voices’ has reached out to individuals in the community who have contributed 

their writing for an event taking place at the Budleigh Salterton Playhouse on Friday 

13 June,  from 7.00 to 9.00 pm.  Sue’s fellow-organiser Katherine McDermott-

Darley explained. 

 

“This event will be an evening of readings, wine and socialising, featuring writing 

linked to the local environment across an open theme  —  ‘The local natural environ-

ment explored and celebrated.’ We’re hoping to encourage and present a variety 

of writing which explores and celebrates what we have around us, and in a way 

which opens up the imagination and is experimental with language and metaphor.” 

Tickets at £3 on the door include a glass of wine and canapés.  

 

Writing is most definitely a craft, and several books by or devoted to local writers are 

on sale in Fairlynch Museum shop alongside works of art and products from the 

area. Maybe the shop bookshelves will be a bit fuller with poetry and prose inspired 

by the area and what ‘Local Voices’ is doing to promote it.  

 

Pictured above: The Phoenix reborn, one of the mythological creatures featured 

in the  Kinderbuch by the German publisher Friedrich Justin Bertuch (1747-

1822)  
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Secrets of the Topshams in June 

 

Friend of Fairlynch, gardener and author 

Margaret Wilson has been busier than 

usual. Three years ago, she was heavily 

involved, along with husband Mike and 

former Fairlynch Chairman Roger 

Kingwill, in preparing the successful 

‘Survival!’ exhibition at our Museum.  

The event focused on former Budleigh 

resident George Murray Levick (1876-

1956) and the Northern Party during 

Captain Scott’s ‘Terra Nova’ expedition 

to Antarctica.   

 

And now, as an equally loyal supporter of Topsham Museum, she is mounting an 

exhibition about the American town of Topsham, Maine, which is celebrating 250 

years since its incorporation. In April, she gave a talk to the Topsham History Society 

about the events leading up to its founding in 1624 by Thomas Purchase, who 

came from the West Country, but not necessarily from Topsham, Devon. 

  
 

“The West Country’s combined history with 

New England is endlessly fascinating to me,” 

says Margaret, author of the book Norumbega 

Navigators which is on sale at the Fairlynch 

Museum shop. She’s repeating her talk at Topsham 

Museum at the end of June, before the Topsham, 

Maine exhibition, which runs from 5 July to 30 

October 2014. 

 

Margaret has also been working on a new Veitch Exhibit which should be in 

place in Topsham Museum’s riverside garden in time for the Secret Gardens Day 

on Sunday 8 June. This is always a popular event. “What could be more intriguing 

than exploring the hidden corners of an ancient port, with streets and dwellings going 

back 400 years?” say the organisers. Owners of some of Topsham’s private gardens 

will be welcoming visitors  to raise funds for their Museum. There will be cream teas 

and a plant stall. Tickets are £5 in advance or £6 on the day. 

 

Pictured above: Margaret Wilson at the 2012 ‘Secret Gardens’ event. She is hoping 

that the umbrella will not be needed this year.  



Baring all about Teddies 
 

Fairlynch’s Curator of Dolls and Bears Sue Morgan goes into furry interesting 

detail about the history of a favourite toy 

 

 

 

Many people including myself still have 

their childhood Bear. It may be in need of repair 

but it still holds memories and affection. 

 

The Museum’s collection of Bears numbers 

15, including a Panda Bear, reflecting the 

growing popularity of this soft toy.  

 

Although there are records of Bears produced 

in Germany prior to 1900, many were on all 

fours.    
  

 

 

 

This 1902 political cartoon by Clifford Berryman, entitled ‘Drawing the line in  

Mississippi’,  depicts the American President Theodore Roosevelt's bear hunting trip  

 

 

In 1902, Theodore Roosevelt’s encounter 

with a bear whilst hunting and his refusal to 

shoot it marked the introduction  of ‘Teddy 

Bears.’ 

 

In 1905 the Steiff Bear was legally protected 

by the famous 'Button in the ear' trademark. 

Although the German firm of Steiff was the 

principal manufacturer the 1920s saw Great 

Britain developing its own soft toy industry. 

The oldest Bear in the Fairlynch collection is 

Muffy, right, dating from 1903. Standing at 

20" high he is the tallest, whilst the smallest 

Bear is only 3" high. The Museum also has, 

for display purposes, a ‘Pooh Bear’ made under 

licence by Walt Disney. 
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With the outbreak of World War One  it became a fashion 

to dress the Bears in uniform identical to that worn by the 

men at the front. In 1915 the London Toy Company even 

designed ‘Ivan the Russian Tommy.’  Cecil, our own 

Bear, seen left, is dressed in an officer’s uniform and it is 

believed that he was carried as a lucky token in a knap-

sack during both the Gallipoli and Flanders campaigns. 

Interestingly, it is recorded that, along with our own uniforms, 

‘Ally’ Bears were dressed in various uniforms of the Allied 

Forces. Cecil may have a connection with Canada as the 

medal he proudly wears has a 5 cent Canadian coin dated 

1902 hanging from a red white and blue striped ribbon. 

 

The Museum has a Black Bear made in 1920 by a 12-

year-old Girl Guide for her Toymaker’s Badge.   

 

 

 

1920 saw the production of small 

Schuco Vanity Bears of approx 3" in 

height. The two Bears we have are 

coloured red and also dark ginger, 

one of which conceals a perfume 

bottle. Many of these Bears also con-

ceal powder compacts and lipsticks, 

and it is believed that they continued 

to be made until the 1970s. 

 

  

Whatever your views on the subject it is worth noting Giles Brandreth’s  comment in 

Judith Miller’s book  Teddy Bears: “The world of Teddy Bears is an innocent one, a 

world that gives delight and hurts not.” 

 

Above right: This stuffed and sewn mohair plush Schuco Bear with internal metal 

mechanism, dating from about 1935, is seen after conservation and shown beside 

an X-Ray image. Schuco Bears were strung together in a similar but varying con-

figuration, and X-rays enabled conservation experts to see the internal metallic 

components without taking the Bears apart. Schuco Bears had an internal arma-

ture connecting the tail to the head so that when the tail was wagged, the head 

turned from side to side.   Picture credit: Victoria and Albert Museum.  Museum 

no. MISC.6-1978    



Keeping our heritage healthy  

 

The Museum has recently launched a scheme whereby 

local businesses can become involved in its support. 

‘The Primrose’ finds out about Orchard Wholefoods, 

the first Corporate Friend of Fairlynch.  

 

Proprietor Jane Long is proud of the ancient origins of the 

building which houses her shop. She and her husband, who 

runs Richard’s Menswear next door, were the first 

tenants after it was restored by Fairlynch Museum co-

founder Priscilla Hull in 1999 in consultation with 

local architect Christopher Briscoe. They’ve been 

trading there happily ever since.  

 

The original building was thatched, made of timber including the thin strips of 

wood used in traditional construction.  It was then coated with the mixture of 

straw, soil and water known as cob, one of the most common building materials 

dating back at least 300 years.  “It was originally a fisherman’s cottage,” explains 

Jane, pointing out old features that have been kept, like the rather low back door. 

“Budleigh fishermen seem to have been pretty small in those days.” The front 

door is also on the low side and customers are warned to duck their heads. But 

little quirks like that, and the occasional jam when two or three customers meet 

in the narrow aisle are all part of the shop’s unique atmosphere.   

 

Orchard Wholefoods sells a whole range of organic vegetables, herbal and homoeo-

pathic remedies and unusual speciality foods fill every shelf you can see. Jane 

owned a health food shop in Ottery St Mary before moving to the Budleigh 

premises. She specialises in quality and ethical brands and is always ready to 

give help and advice on any health or dietary concerns that customers may have.  

“Naturally I’m in favour of organic products and wholefoods rather than ready 

meals and processed food.  I think people should look carefully at what goes into 

what they eat,” she says. Although a vegetarian herself, she would not want to 

force anyone to follow her views. “I’m quite happy to cook meat for the family.” 

 

The shop is often described by its loyal following of customers as an Aladdin’s 

Cave with its diverse range of stock and the way it cleverly uses every bit of 

space available.  And just to show that even the oldest shops in town can adapt 

to the 21st century it’s now online with its own website and a Facebook page. 

Orchard Wholefoods is at 14 High Street, Budleigh Salterton. Tel: 01395 

442508.   www.orchardhealthfoods.co.uk  
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 A History of the Longcase Clock  by Trevor Waddington  

 

The British longcase or grandfather clock, as it became 

known after the popular song ‘My Grandfather’s Clock’ 

written by the American Henry C. Work in 1876, has its 

origins in the mid-17th century.  The first domestic clocks 

to be housed in long cases were brass lantern clocks. Ini-

tially lantern clocks were hung high on the wall with the 

driving weights and ropes hanging down to the floor, the 

disadvantage of this being that children and domestic 

animals could interfere with the workings of the clock.  

The solution to this problem was to house the clock in a 

long wooden case with a hood to access the dial and a lock-

able trunk door to give access to the weights.  The introduction of the 

anchor escapement and 39-inch (1-second beat) pendulum in 1671 

made the need for a longcase even more necessary. 

 

Makers such as Edward East, Joseph Knibb and Thomas 

Tompion, who made clocks for royalty and the wealthy, 

made the first true longcase clocks in London during the 

last quarter of the 17th century.  These clocks usually had 8-

day movements, square brass dials and were housed in 

finely proportioned ebonised cases of ‘architectural’ design. 

Around 1700, cases of walnut or olivewood with veneered marquetry 

or parquetry (geometric) decoration became fashionable.  The flat-top 

hoods often had barley twist columns and originally had carved pediments, 

of which few have survived.  Many of these early longcases had a 

glass lenticle in the trunk to display the newly invented long or ‘Royal’ 

pendulum. It should be noted that during the 17th and 18th centuries the 

name on the clock dial was normally that of the clockmaker.  The cabinet-

maker who made the clock case was subordinate to the clockmaker and 

only very rarely ‘signed’ his work inside the case.    

 

Top left:  Lantern clock by William Bowyer c. 1630; top right: an architectural long-

case clock by Ahasuerus Fromanteel, c.1665; left: Long-case clock in marquetry case 

with scrolls, foliage and birds of paradise by John Draper 1700-1710.  

All images © Trustees of the British Museum                                     [To be continued]   
 

Trevor Waddington is a retired Royal Navy engineer officer who ran an antique 

clocks conservation-restoration business in Wiltshire before moving to Budleigh 

Salterton in 2012. He is a Trustee of Fairlynch Museum.  



 Museum welcomes guests at Preview evening   

Friends of Fairlynch and many 

other supporters of the Museum 

enjoyed the opportunity of seeing 

the new season’s displays during 

our evening opening on 3 April.  

Many local Councillors attended 

the event. Left to right are Cllrs 

Alan Dent and Caz Sismore-Hunt, 

the current Mayor of Budleigh 

Salterton,  together with Alan 

Tilbury (President of Budleigh 

Salterton Chamber of Commerce).   

  

A fashion shoot in the Costume Room with, left to right,  Lynn Cook, Bernard 

Hadley, Christine Bailey, Margaret Williams and Martyn Brown.  
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Budleigh Salterton’s Cllr Steve Hall is 

seen with Fairlynch Local History 

Group member Sheila Jelley. The 

Group, including Margaret Brett, John 

Hedderley and Glenn Sismore-Hunt 

have been hard at work staging the 

‘Great War at Fairlynch Exhibition.’  

Much research has been carried out by 

the Group, and by volunteers from local 

villages, into the lives of residents of the 

Lower Otter Valley who were involved 

with the 1914-18 World Conflict.  

  

Left to right: Iris Ansell, Laurence Scullion 

and Dr James Scullion. Previously involved 

with the Bowes Museum in Durham, 

Laurence is helping the Fairlynch costume 

department with restoration work.   

 

 

 

 

Seen here, left to right, are Edward 

MacMullen, Angie Wilkinson and 

Mary MacMullen in the recently 

refurbished section of the Museum 

used for displays of Archaeology 

and Geology. It was formerly 

known as the Environment Room. 

 

 

Mr MacMullen is the son of Fairlynch Museum’s late President Priscilla Hull and 

co-founder. The Room has been renamed in her honour as well as a tribute to her 

father, local archaeologist George Carter. 



People from the Past 7: Cecil Elgee (1904-84) 

 
Like many Budleigh residents of the 

past, the artist Cecil Elgee had an 

Anglo-Indian background. It is for 

this that her name will be known by 

those familiar with  Costumes and 

Characters in the Days of the British 

Raj, the book which appeared just 

before her death. But her work as a 

painter and illustrator covered a wide 

range of subjects.  

 

Above: One of several paintings by Cecil Elgee on display at Fairlynch 

 

Born in 1904, Cecil Elgee, better known by her family nickname as Moppie or 

Mops, went out to India to join her parents in Bombay in 1922 when she was 18. 

She studied part-time at the Bombay School of Art, where she was the only 

European apart from the headmaster, the architect Claude Batley.  The School 

opened in 1857. It was later to be renamed the Sir J. J. 

School of Art, and was one of various Bombay institutions 

such as the Sir J.J.Hospital financed by the wealthy Parsi 

merchant Sir Jamsetjee Jeejeebhoy (1783-1859). It lives 

on today as the Sir J.J. Institute of Applied Art, seen in 

the photo.   Picture credit: Vijaykothare 

 

During Cecil Elgee’s five years in India she contributed 

illustrations to magazines and brochures, being employed 

by the Oxford University Press to illustrate their school 

books. Together with her sister, who provided the verses, 

she produced two illustrated books - published by the Times 

of India: John's Rhymes of India and Little People of India. 

 

The pastels and watercolours that she painted during her 

time abroad between 1922 and 1927 depict the different 

castes and creeds of a lost India. On her return to England 

in 1927, the family settled in Budleigh Salterton and she 

continued her art studies at the Exeter Art School, which 

had been founded in 1854 as part of the Royal Albert 

Memorial Museum.  
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During the war she served as a Naval VAD at the Royal Naval Hospital in Plymouth.  

She survived the Plymouth Blitz and at the end of the war she was one of the 

twelve naval VADs in the Victory Parade in London.   When demobilised she 

returned home to look after and subsequently nursed her elderly father and later 

her widowed sister. 

 

Working from her home at 9 Copplestone 

Road in Budleigh Salterton she proved to be a 

prolific and versatile artist. Her work was always 

in demand, especially when she portrayed animals - 

both family pets, and working animals.   

 

Collaborating with the children’s author Doris 

Rust she had a successful run of books published 

by Faber & Faber in the 1960s. These included  

Simple Tales for the Very Young (1960), A Dog 

had a Dream (1961), A Melon for Robert 

(1963), Tales from the Pacific (1965), Tales 

from the Australian Bush (1968) and Tales of 

Magic from far and near (1969).   

 

 

 

Her work was not confined to London publishers. 

In 1972 she illustrated two children’s books, Aunt 

Peggotty Popplecorn and Snowball Popplecorn, 

both written by Margaret Musson and published 

by the Topsham-based Causeway Company. 

 

Probably her best known work was for another 

Devon publisher. A photographer friend made 

slides of her art work and she used these to give 

talks at Fairlynch and at Exmouth Art Club. These 

included a Winter Talk entitled ‘Costumes and 

Characters in the Days of the British Raj’ which she 

gave to an audience of the Friends of Fairlynch  on 

14 February 1980. The pictures that she showed of 

her time in India caught the eye of editors at the 

Exeter-based firm of Webb & Bower, co-

publishers of the immensely successful Country 

Diary of an Edwardian Lady.   



Recalling Cecil Elgee’s art many years later, publisher 

Richard Webb said that he was delighted that she was now 

being remembered in this way by Fairlynch Museum: “We 

were very pleased to publish her book so that her talented and 

original illustrations could be enjoyed by a wider audience.  It 

was particularly satisfying that the reaction from both reviewers 

and readers was so very positive.”  

 

Costumes and Characters in the Days of the British Raj, 

bearing the same title as Cecil Elgee’s Fairlynch talk, was 

published by Webb & Bower in 1982.     

 

With a foreword by M.M. Kaye, the best-selling author of The Far Pavilions, 

and text written by author Evelyn Battye, who had, like Cecil Elgee spent time 

in India, the book was praised by reviewers for its first hand knowledge of the 

people and customs of the sub-continent. The entertaining  anecdotes of its idio-

syncratic and colourful characters were matched by Cecil Elgee’s illustrations.  

“This is eye-witness India: no scholarly interpretation or sterile intellectualism, 

but vivid characters who seem to move and speak from page to page”, wrote 

Glyn Lomax in the Exmouth & East Devon Journal.  “Portly merchants discuss 

their business: two solid middle-class Praboos listen with slightly condescending 

attitudes to a garrulous Babu accountant who, one feels, for all his obvious 

friendliness and enthusiasm, is not regarded by his listeners as being quite on the 

same level. But personalities of the commercial and business worlds are just one 

aspect: the book contains page after page of vibrantly-coloured studies of traditional 

costume, worn by characters straight out of Kipling.   

  

Snake-charmers and fishermen, potters 

and peasant women, dancers and water-

carriers combine to make this book both a 

pleasure to look at and a valuable record of 

everyday life in India.” 
 

As an artist Cecil Elgee showed talent in 

capturing the detail of rural life nearer 

home. A holiday in Ireland was probably 

the source of inspiration for a painting like 

her ‘West of Ireland Scene with Young 

Boy Riding a Donkey with two Baskets of 

Turf.’  
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Her watercolours of a ‘Ploughing 

Scene’ and ‘Shire horses hauling 

logs in an Autumn landscape’ 

show her fondness for depicting 

animals. 

 

She also had a gift for carving 

animals in wood, as seen below.  

It is one of the figures that she 

made for the Christmas crib in St 

Peter’s Church, Budleigh Salterton.   

 

Right: Cecil Elgee’s study of a lacemaker is on display at Fairlynch Museum  

Image of crib figure by permission of St Peter’s Parochial Church Council 

 

Cecil Elgee died in 1984. Her name lives on in the Cecil Elgee Memorial prize, 

awarded by the Budleigh Salterton Art Club. And of course in the name of one of 

the Museum’s favourite Teddy Bears which was donated by her. It is one of the 

items on show in the ‘Great War at Fairlynch’ exhibition.  

 



Town’s trader in good spirits  writes Editor Michael Downes 

 

Budleigh Salterton has always prided 

itself on the number of its specialist 

shops, providing that little extra bit of 

service to customers, and James Findlay 

certainly includes himself among them.   

Occupying a prime position on the town’s  

High Street, Budleigh Wines offers a vast 

range of drinks to suit every customer’s 

palate. 

The latest to join the growing number of Corporate Friends of Fairlynch, 25-

year-old James is a keen supporter of the Museum because of his interest in the 

town’s heritage.  Budleigh-born, he feels a strong link with the local fishing 

industry through his mother, a member of the Rogers family.   

Heritage in the drinks business is a fascinating subject, says James. With the 

popularity of real ales and the rapid upsurge in the number of micro-breweries 

all over Britain in recent years there’s been a keen interest in traditional brewing 

recipes.   

The Chester-based brewery Spitting Feathers has even gone 

as far as using a recipe created by analysing residues found in 

pots discovered at archaeological digs at Roman sites dating 

from around 100AD and other research.  Original ingredients 

including oats, rye and bog myrtle make this is a real taste of ale 

as the Romans brewed it in Britannia around the time of 

Christ’s birth. 

Whatever next? A Bronze Age beer made from a recipe discovered 

at a dig on Woodbury Common? 

Distilleries have seen the same kind of growth as breweries. I 

hadn’t realised how many gins there are on sale in shops like 

Budleigh Wines.   

I wondered whether the Bombay Gins that James stocks would have been popular 

with some of the Anglo-Indian ex-army types who traditionally retired to Budleigh 

Salterton.  
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But my eye was caught particularly by the bottles of Tanqueray 

gin because of its very local connection.  The original London 

Dry Gin was launched in Bloomsbury in 1830 by Charles Tan-

queray. When he died in 1868 his son Charles Waugh Tanqueray 

took over the business at the age of 20 and quickly built on his 

father’s success. 1898 saw a merger with another well known 

name in the gin business, forming Tanqueray Gordon & Company. 

Today, Tanqueray Gin’s largest market is North America, where 

it is the highest selling gin import. 

Although based in London the family must have had a home in 

East Budleigh because it was here that Charles Henry Drought 

Tanqueray (1875-1928), the newly formed company’s Secretary 

was born. In 1906 he married Stella Mary Green, daughter of 

East Budleigh’s vicar, the 

Rev William Frederick 

Green. Their daughter, Beryl Mary Tanqueray, 

married Brigadier Robert Allen Elliott. His 

widowed mother lived for a time at Heather 

Cottage, my house on Budleigh Salterton’s 

Exmouth Road, after losing her husband 

Reginald, killed in action during World War 

One.   

Right: The Tanqueray family grave at All Saints’ Church, East Budleigh  

On the strength of those local links I think I’d better try out a bottle of Tanqueray 

gin. It’s a bit more expensive than my usual brand, but James tells me that Tanqueray 

No.TEN is recognised for making the most refreshing tasting martini cocktails. It 

won ‘Best White Spirit’ three times in a row at the San Francisco World Spirits 

competition.   

I might even branch out into an exploration of the 

Tanqueray-inspired cocktails that you can find at 

www.tanqueray.com  

 

To see what else Budleigh Wines has to offer go 

to www.facebook.com/budleighwines  

 

Left: Tanqueray’s Rangpur gin is also highly  

regarded for making the best cocktails   

Photo credits: Craig Hatfield (Rangpur Gin) 

Ben Efros (Bombay Sapphire Dry Gin) 



 Dates for the diary 

 

Friday 16 May — Sun 8 June  Heidi Koenig exhibition at the Brook Gallery.  

Saturday 7 June 7.30 pm ‘Your Country Needs You!’ World War I centenary 

event at The Britannia Inn, Knowle. 

Sunday 8 June 1.00 — 6.00 pm  Topsham Secret Gardens. See page 4.  

Friday 13 June 7.00 — 9.00 pm   Local Voices at the Salterton Playhouse. See page 3.  

Saturday 28 June  10.00 am—1.00 pm  The Book Sale at Fairlynch Museum.  

Saturday 28 — Sunday 29 June  Fairlynch Garden open for Hospicecare.  

Saturday 5 July — Thurs 30 October  ‘Topsham, Maine’ exhibition at Topsham  

Museum. See page 4. 

Thursday 28 August  Rhyncosaur Lego models Children’s Activity Day with 

Jurassic Coast Museums Partnership.  

Sunday 28 September  Fairlynch Museum closes. 

Monday 13 October 7.30 pm  Joint Otter Valley Association and Fairlynch Museum. 

Winter Talk: ‘Budleigh Salterton during World War Two’ by Meg Peacocke.  

 

Snippets from the Archives 

19 April 1987:  The Museum was re-thatched. Eyebrows were reportedly raised 

in Budleigh Salterton according to an item in the local press which quoted 

Fairlynch Chairman Priscilla Hull’s description of the turreted roof as “saucy.” 

Mrs Hull felt obliged to explain publicly in a newspaper that she had simply 

meant that the turret was “very pretty and feminine.” The re-thatching was com-

pleted by Sidmouth-based Myles Blood-Smyth, whose career went in a rather 

different direction: mussel-farming! Click on www.exmouthmussels.com to read 

more.  

 

Leopards on the Lawn or These Boots were made for Mowing  

Sylvia Merkel’s footwear caught our photographer’s eye in the Museum Garden. 
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President      Joy Gawne 

 

Fairlynch Trustees 

Chairman   Roger Sherriff     E: rogerfairlynch@gmail.com 

Secretary   Michael Downes  01395 446407  E: mr.downes@gmail.com         

Treasurer      Nick Speare     01395 443944 
Jennifer Pride   01395 446889 

Glenn Sismore-Hunt  01395  446452 

Trevor Waddington OBE  01395 443978 

Angie Wilkinson 01395 567316 

 
 

General Committee 

Local History                               Joy Gawne, Margaret Brett & Sheila Jelley 

Stewards’ Committee                   Henriette Feltham 

St Peter’s School Governor          Jeremy Robinson 

Friends’ Membership                   Alan Huddart  Tel: 01395 446761 

Secretary                                       E: membership@fairlynch.co.uk 
Education                                     Amanda Murrell 

Publicity & Newsletter Editor      Michael Downes   

Costume                                        Joy Gawne 

Linhay, costume storage               Iris Ansell  

Lace                                               Margaret Williams 

Dolls and Bears                             Sue Morgan                                   

Garden                                           Anne Hurt & Sylvia Merkel 

Art           Angie Wilkinson 

Antiquities Consultant      Piers Motley-Nash 

Environmental Officer                  Trevor Waddington OBE 

Budleigh Salterton Town 

Council Representative                 Cllr Caz Sismore-Hunt  

 
 

‘The Primrose’ is a newsletter produced for the Friends of Fairlynch Museum and Arts Centre  

© 2014  Fairlynch Museum and Arts Centre  

27 Fore Street   Budleigh Salterton   Devon EX9 6NP 

Tel: 01395 442666   Email: admin@fairlynchmuseum.co.uk    
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